Hull Handbells Project
Promoting Double-handed change ringing throughout the East Yorkshire Region
Text of the e-mail sent following the May Bank Holiday, 2019:

Hi folks,
Does anyone have a suggestion for a
collective noun for handbell change ringers?
Thank you for the good spirited handbell
ringing this weekend. We are just past the 3rd
birthday of the Hull Handbells Project, doesn’t
time fly when you’re having fun? Progress
seems at times to be slow and other times
you make progress without seeming to do
very much. Such has been my feeling over the
last month. We progress! 😊.
In the last four days, six quarters, 4 of Bob
Minor, one of Bob Major, and one of Kent TB
Major.
The footnotes on the Major are impressive, 2
x first of Major in hand, first of Major in hand
as conductor, first of Treble Bob Major in
hand. Well done each of you, I am well aware
of just how much effort is hidden behind
those achievements.
The Bob Minor is actually just as valuable, it’s
the bedrock of handbell ringing, and always
worth doing.
What else from the weekend? A lot of
valuable practise on Kent TB Minor for Chris
Church, Lesley Davies and Karen Lane, and a
little bit of rust polished off Kent for John
Atkinson as well. Some changes (Plain
Hunting) on 10 for Jenny, Karen, Neil and
Chris (C), and stonking progress by Bill Lennox
on Plain Bob Minor now ringing touches on an
inside pair.
We’re looking for a return to full health of the
Barrow on Humber handbell exponents, they
have all been a bit under the weather
including Oscar. We will then slot in a quarter
or two for Pat, and the ringing on 10 bells that

was postponed, as well as the Bob Major for
Chris (C).

If you want to check the details and / or hit
the “like” button, herewith:
Plain Bob Minor (Melton Ross):
https://bb.ringingworld.co.uk/view.php?id=12
84218
Kent TB Major (Hull):
https://bb.ringingworld.co.uk/view.php?id=12
84283
Plain Bob Minor
(Hull): https://bb.ringingworld.co.uk/view.ph
p?id=1284284
Plain Bob Major (Hull):
https://bb.ringingworld.co.uk/view.php?id=12
84339
Plain Bob Minor (Hull):
https://bb.ringingworld.co.uk/view.php?id=12
84467
Plain Bob Minor
(Weighton): https://bb.ringingworld.co.uk/vi
ew.php?id=1284529
Thanks for reading.

Yorkshire Surprise Major and Plain Bob Royal
are still on the radar for this year via the
stepping stones of Kent TB and Oxford TB
Minor and Major.

Kind regards
Peter

